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PROPERTIES OF THE PRODUCT OF TWO DERIVATIONS 
OF A C*-ALGEBRA 

BY 

MARTIN MATHIEU 

ABSTRACT. Let 61,62 be two derivations of a C*-algebra. We charac
terize when <$i<$2 is a derivation, a compact, or a weakly compact operator. 

1. Introduction. A number of years ago, Posner proved in [9] that if the product 
8 182 of two derivations 81,82 °f a prime ring of characteristic different from 2 is a 
derivation, then 8\ = 0 or 82 — 0. This result has been reproved (under stronger 
assumptions) several times (cf. e.g. [2], [13]). It is also known that if 8 is a derivation 
of a C*-algebra and 82 is also a derivation, then 8 = 0 ([3], proof of Lem. 1.1.9). The 
higher iterates of (inner) derivations were investigated by Martindale and Miers [5] 
and Miers and Phillips [8]. For instance, they proved that (ada)2n is an inner derivation 
of a unital C* -algebra A on a Hilbert space H only if there exists a central element z 
in the weak closure of A such that (a — zf = 0 ([5], Thm 5). In Theorem 1 below, 
we will see how Posner's theorem extends to arbitrary C*-algebras. In particular, it 
will follow that 6162 is a derivation only if 8182 = 0. 

The compact and the weakly compact derivations of C*-algebras were characterized 
by Akemann and Wright [1] (see also [12]). In [6] we studied compact and weakly 
compact elementary operators on prime C*-algebras. The techniques developed there 
and in [7] will yield characterizations of when 8182 is 3. compact or a weakly compact 
operator (Theorems 8 and 6, respectively). In particular, the product of two non-zero 
derivations of a prime C*-algebra is weakly compact only if either one is weakly 
compact, and is compact only if both of them are weakly compact. (Note that there 
are no non-zero compact derivations on an infinite dimensional prime C*-algebra [6].) 

We conclude this introduction by recalling some notions and establishing the no
tation which will be used in the sequel. A C*-algebra A is called prime if the product 
IJ of any two non-zero ideals / , / of A is a non-zero ideal. Two elements a,b of a 
W* -algebra are said to be centrally orthogonal if the mapping x \—+ axb is identically 
zero. If 8 is a derivation of a C*-algebra A and (7r,//) is a representation of A, then 
8n denotes the induced ultraweakly continuous derivation on 7r(A)7/. Also 8** denotes 
the induced derivation on the enveloping von Neumann algebra A**. The ideal K(A) 
of compact elements of A consists of those a E A for which x \—• axa is a compact 
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operator on A. Equivalently, a G K(A) if and only if x \—+ ax(x f—> xd) is weakly 
compact ([14], Thm 3.1). It is well known that if A = B(H), the algebra of all bounded 
operators on some Hilbert space H, then K(A) coincides with the ideal K(H) of all 
compact operators on H. Finally, Z(A) stands for the center of A. 

2. The results. Our first theorem shows how the information from Posner's result 
applied in irreducible representations of a C*-algebra can be patched together to obtain 
a global result. If 6 is a derivation of A, the identity 6 = ad a with a G A** will mean 
that A is considered as a subalgebra of A** modulo some faithful representation of A. 

THEOREM 1. Let 61,62 be two derivations of a C*-algebra A. Then 6162 is a derivation 
if and only if there are centrally orthogonal elements a\,a2 in A** such that 6i = ad at 
fori = 1 , 2 . 

PROOF, "if"-part. Let 6t = adat for some centrally orthogonal elements at G A**. 
Then £162 = ada\ oada2 = 0 is a derivation. 

"only if "-part. Let F be a family of disjoint irreducible representations of A with 
faithful direct sum p. Identifying p(A)" with A**c(p), where c(p) is the central cover 
of p, we have £*£«c(p) = 6p

r By [10], 4.1.7, there are bt G A**c(p) such that 6? = 
adbi, i — 1,2, thus 6[ — adb{. Take n G T. Since ir(A) is prime and 6J62 = (S&Y is 
a derivation, it follows from Posner's result ([9], Thm 1) that either 6\ = 0 or 6\ — 0. 
Now 6J — ad(bic(jr)) = 0 if and only if Z?/c(7r) G Cc(7r), thus we obtain complex 
numbers XJ such that btc{^) = XJc(n) whenever 6J = 0. We put XJ = 0 if 6J ^ 0. 
From \XJ\ ^ \\bi\\ we can define 

zt = £ e Ar C (7 r ) G X)eCc(7r) = Z(A**c(p)). 
Trer 71-er 

Putting at = bi — zt we obtain a,- G A**c(p) satisfying <§/ = adai, and 5-1" = 0 if and 
only if aic(ir) = 0. Let x G A**. Then 

<2iJttf2 = a\c(p)xa2c(p) = } ^ j
 eaic(7T)xa2c(/ïï) = 0 

Trer 

for, if a\c(7r) ^ 0 then 6\^0 and therefore 5J = 0 which implies a2c(7r) = 0. Hence, 
a 1 and «2 are centrally orthogonal. 

• 

COROLLARY 2. The product of two derivations of a C* -algebra is a derivation if and 
only if it is zero. 

Suppose that 6 is a derivation of A such that 62 is also a derivation. By Theorem 1, 
6 = ada\ — ada2 for some centrally orthogonal elements a,- G A**. Since the range 
of 6 is contained in the intersection of the ultraweakly closed ideals generated by a\ 
and «2 respectively, it follows that 6 = 0. This gives another proof for the result cited 
in the Introduction. 
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The next result is quoted from [7]; its proof is similar to that of [6], Lem. 3.5. We 
say that a bounded linear map T on a C*-algebra A is a central bimodule homomor-
phism of A if its second adjoint 7** fixes each closed ideal of A**. 

LEMMA 3. IfT : A —» A is a weakly compact central bimodule homomorphism of a 
C* -algebra A then TA Ç K(A). 

In the sequel we will use the equivalence of the following three properties of a 
derivation 8 on B(H) (cf. [1], Thm 3.1 or [6], Cor. 3.3): (i) 8 is weakly compact, (ii) 
8B(H) C K(H), (iii) 6 = ad a for some a G K(H) and ||<z|| ^ \\6\\. 

LEMMA 4. Let £1,62 be two derivations of a prime C*-algebra A. If 8182 is weakly 
compact then 8\ is weakly compact or 82 is weakly compact. 

PROOF. Since 8182 is clearly a central bimodule homomorphism of A, we have 
<5i<52A Ç K(A) by Lemma 3. If K(A) — 0 then 8182 = 0, whence by Posner's result 
8\ = 0 or 82 — 0. If A contains non-zero compact elements, it is primitive (cf. e.g. 
[6], Prop. 2.3). Let (7r,//) be a faithful irreducible representation of A with ir(K(A)) = 
K(H). A standard argument shows that 8\8\ is weakly compact on 7r(A);/ = B(H) and 
that 8J81B(H) Ç K(H) (compare [6], Lem. 3.4). If Sf- denotes the induced derivation 
on the Calkin algebra C(H) = B(H)/K(H) for / = 1,2, we conclude that 8X82 = 0. 
Posner's result applied to the prime algebra C(H) yields 8\ — 0 or 82 = 0, i.e. 
8\B(H) Ç K(H) or 8^B(H) Ç K(H). Therefore either Sx or 82 has to be weakly 
compact. 

• 
The next technical lemma may be viewed as an asymptotic version of Posner's 

theorem. 

LEMMA 5. Let (Hn)ne^ be a sequence ofHilbert spaces, A = YT B(Hn)
 and <5(1\ <$(2) 

be two derivations of A such that lim^oo H^S^H = 0 where 8^ denotes the restric
tion of 8^ to B(Hn), i = 1,2. Then l i m , ^ H^H ||^2)|| = 0. 

PROOF. If x G A then xn will mean its component in B(Hn) Ç A, thus 8(
l!l\xn) = 

(8(i)(x))n. Given e > 0 take n0 G N such that | |<5^2 ) | | < e for all n ^ n0. Since, for 
all x,y G A, 

8{l)8{2\xy) = (8(l)8{2)x)y + (8{2)x)(8{l)y) + (<$(1)Jt)(6(2)>0 +x(8(l)8{2)y) 

it follows that 

= | | « 2 W „ ) - (̂ 1)^2)JcB)yfl - *„(MV„)II 
^ l lWll IMI + I I » ! ! IWI IWI + IWI I I » ! ! IWI, 

thus 

(l) I K ^ X ^ ) + (WxnXffîyJW < 3C||JC„|| |b„|| 
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for all n^ no. 
Replacing x by xz in (1) and using (1) we obtain 

\\(S^xn)zn(Sil)yn) + (6ll)xn)zn(8
(Vy„)\\ 

= Wô^iXnZnXô^yJ + ê^iXnZnXÔ^y,,) 

- XniS^zM'bn) ~ xn{8^zn)(6^yn)\\ 

<3e IIIWI+3e||xn | | | |zJ||)>n | | 

whence 

(2) W^XrdzS^yn) + (^XrdzS^ynt < 6e| |x„| | \\yn\\ \\zn\\. 

The identity 

2(6(l)x)(8(2)w)(5(l)y) = 6wx((S(2)w)(8my) + (8(1)w)(5a)y)) 

+ ((8mx)(8(2)w) + (8(2)x)(8ww))8my 

- (8i2)x)(8mw)(8my) - (8a)x)(8ww)(8(2)y) 

together with (1) and (2) applied to z = 5ww yields 

2||(^1)x„)(^w„)(^)y„)|| < 3t\\^x„\\ \\w„\\ \\yn\\ 

+ 3e\\xn\\\\wn\\\\8^yn\\ 

+ 6e|k| | |b„| | | |^>w„|| 

^12e | | x„ | | | b „ | | |K | | | | ^ | | 

for all n ^ «0. 
From this and the identity 

(8(l)x)z(ô(2)w)(6(l)y) = S(l\xz)(S(2)w)(6(l)y) -x(S(X)z)(6(2)w)(6{l)y) 

it follows that 

US^X^ZniS^wM^W 

^ \\è^(xnzn)(ô
(2)wn)(8^yn)\\ + | k | | \\{8^zn){8(2)wn)(8^yn)\\ 

<12e||xn|||b„||||z„|||K||||^||. 

Using the fact that | |L a n^J| = \\an\\ \\bn\\ for all an,bn G B(Hn) we conclude that 

l l ^ l l Wi^wM^W ^ I2e\\xn\\ \\yn\\ \\wn\\ ||#>|| 

and hence, by taking the supremum over ||jcrt|| ^ 1, 

I K ^ X ^ I I ^ i2e|b„ll IKII-
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Replacing w by wz we obtain 

\\(^wn)zn(è^yn)\\ û \\^\wnzn){è^yn)\\ + IK| | ||(^2)z„)(^V„)|| 

£ 24e\\yn\\ \\wn\\ \\zn\\ 

which finally gives 

\\^wn\\\\^yn\\è24e\\wn\\\\yn\\ 

for all n^ no. 
This proves that l i m , ^ H^H ||^2)|| = 0. 

• 

THEOREM 6. Let 81,82 be two derivations of a C*-algebra A. Then 8182 is weakly 
compact if and only if there are ai G A** such that 8i — ad at for i — 1,2 and 
there exist orthogonal central projections ej in A** J = 1,2, 3, with e\+ ei + e^ — 1, 
c G Z(A**) and 5/ G A** such that ca^ei = 5/£; w compact for i = 1,2, c5/e7- = #/£/ 
/or /,y = 1,2,/ 7^7, a/id a\e^ and a^e^ are centrally orthogonal. 

PROOF, "if'-part. We have 

ada\ oada2 = ada\ oada^ex +ada\e2 ° ada2 

— ada\ o adca2e\ + adcâ\e2 o tfd<?2 

= adca\e\ o tfda2 + adâ\ o adca2e2> 

Since c<z/e/ G A'(A**) it follows that the left multiplication Lca.e. and the right multipli
cation Rcaiei are weakly compact ([14], Thm 3.1). Therefore, 8x82 is weakly compact. 

"only if'-part. We adopt the notation used in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus we 
may assume that 8i = adbi with hi G A**c(p). The weak compactness of 8182 implies 
that the set Te — {TT G T| Hâfâfll > e ) *s finite for each e > 0, whence ro = {n G 
r|6[<$2 7̂  0} is countable (see [7]; cf. also [1], Lem. 3.2). Let ef

3 be the central cover 
of B^r^ro71* anc* 3̂ = 3̂ + 1 ~ c(p); then î̂ 2|Ae3

 = 0- By Theorem 1, we can perturb 
hi by central elements in order to obtain di G A**c(p) such that 8** = ada\ and a\e^ 
and a7

2̂ 3 are centrally orthogonal. 
Suppose that TT G To. By Lemma 4, <Ŝ  is weakly compact or 8\ is weakly compact. 

Put Y\ — {n G To|5^ is weakly compact} and r2 = To \ T\ — {IT G T Q ^ is weakly 
compact and 8\ is not weakly compact}, and let et be the central cover of S^r ,^ for 
/ = 1,2. Without restriction we assume that T\ is denumerable, say Y\ — {nn\n G N}. 
Since l i m , ^ \\S\%R\\ = 0, it follows from Lemma 5 that l i m , ^ | | ^ | | | | ^ | | = 0 
(observe that A**e\ = Yf BQi^J). By the aforementioned result, we may perturb a\ 
by a central element in A**e\ to obtain cl[ G A** such that 8\ — add[,d[pn G KÇH^J, 
and 11 <?"/?« 11 ^ ll^lil. where pn is the central cover of irn, and by [11], Thm 4 we may 
perturb d2 centrally to obtain a" G A** such that 82 — add^ and ||<$2n|| = 2||a^/7n|| for 
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each n eN. Therefore, lim^oo \\d[pn\\ \W2PnW = 0- We now put 

Cl, =J2®\\a"Pn\\l/2Pn£Z(A**el), 
neN 

au = cnd[ + d[{\ - e\), 

a2l=Y,^a2PntXl24Pn^A^ex 

(observe that ||û^p/i|| > 0 for all n since S1^ is non-zero). 
As anpn = c\\d[pn = \\a"pn\\

l/2a"pn is compact and \\anpn\\ = \\d^pn\\
xl2-

\\a"\Pn\\ —• 0, we conclude from Propositon 2.1 in [6] that «1^1 is a compact ele
ment of A**e\. We obviously have c n ^ i = d{e\. 

Applying the same arguments to T2 we will change a" into d", enjoying the cor
responding properties, by perturbing with central elements in A**e2 in order to obtain 
C22 G Z(A**£2), «22 = d"(\ — ei) + ̂ 22^2', «22̂ 2 € ^(A**^), and an G A**e2 satisfying 
c22tfi2 = d"e2-

If we now define at — a"e\+d"e2+die's, a, = a/i^i+a/2^2? *+l> 2, and a = CU+C22 G 
Z(A**), then #1^3 and a2e^ are still centrally orthogonal, Si = ad at, caiei — auei = 5,-e/ 
is compact for / = 1,2, and clearly c5/ey = #,-£/ for / ^ 7 . The proof is complete. 

D 

The next result appeared for the case A = B(H) in [4], however with an incorrect 
proof. Fong and Sourour used a version of Posner's theorem and a result on elementary 
operators to give a new proof in [2], p. 854. The following lemma uses similar 
techniques to obtain an extension to prime C*-algebras. 

LEMMA 7. Let 81,82 be two non-zero derivations of an infinite dimensional prime 
C* -algebra A. Then 6182 is compact if and only if there exist at G K(A) such that 
Si = ad ai for i = 1,2 and a\a2 = a2a\ = 0. 

PROOF, \fa\a2 = «2^1 = 0 then ada\ oad«2 = —LaxRai —LaiRax > which is compact 
if ai, #2 € K(A). To prove the "only if "-part observe that S\S2A Ç K(A) by Lemma 3. 
By Posner's result, 8182 ^ 0 hence K(A) ^ 0. We may therefore assume that A acts 
irreducibly on a Hilbert space H and that K(A) — K(H). Let Si denote the ultraweak 
extension of Si to B(H). Since £ 1̂ 2 is compact, S\ = ad a and 82 — adb where a or 
fr is compact by Lemma 4 and the remarks preceding it. We now have to show that 
a and b can be replaced by elements tfi,#2 G K(H) such that a ^ = #2^1 = 0. This 
needs the same arguments as in [2], p. 854, which for the convenience of the reader 
are given here. Suppose that a G K{H). By [2], Thm 2, the compactness of 

(3) 8182 = Lab — LaRb — LbRa + Rba 

and dim// = 00 imply that the set {1, b,a, ba} is linearly dependent. Thus Al + p,b G 
K(H) for some complex numbers A, \i. If \i ^ 0, we put a\ = a and «2 = (A//i)l + &. 
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By equation (3), Laxa2 +Ra2ai is then compact. By [2], Thm 2 again, the set {1, #2^1} is 
linearly dependent, but since #2*21 G K(H), this implies ^2^1 = 0- Similarly, a\a^ — 0. 
If \i — 0 then À = 0, too. Therefore {a, ba} is linearly dependent, say \'a + p!ba — 
0 with /x' ^ 0. Replacing 6 by b - (A'///)l we may assume that ba = 0. Then 
lxl2 = L^ —LaRb — LbRa, and [2], Thm 2 entails that {l,/?,a} is linearly dependent. 
Therefore, A"l + //'& G ^( / / ) where /x" ^ 0, and we are back to the first case. 

• 
The above lemma together with Theorem 6 yields our final result. 

THEOREM 8. Let 81,82 be two derivations of a C*-algebra A. Then 8\8i is compact 
if and only if there are ai G A** such that 8i = ad at, i — 1,2, as well as orthogonal 
central projections ej in A** J = 1,2,3, with e\ + e^ + £3 = 1 and elements ai G 
A**, et G Z(A**)+, i = 1,2, such that a\e^ and a^e^ are centrally orthogonal, cia^X — 
£3) is compact for i = l,2,C2#i = a\(l — £3), Citf2 — ai(\ —e^),a\aie\ — a2a\e\ = 0, 
and Ci8i\Aei is compact. 

PROOF. Under the hypotheses on <2;, â/, c/ and ej we put b( — {c\C2)l^2ài and obtain 

ada\ o ada2 — ada\{\ — e^) o ada2(l — £3) 

= adc2Ci\ o adc\CL2 

— ad(c\C2)X'2à\ oad(c\C2)l'2â2 

= adb\e\ o adb2e\ + adb\e2 o adb2e2 

= -LbxexRbiex -Lb2exRbxe] +adbxe2 oadb2e2, 

since b\b2e\ — c\C2à\â2e\ = a\a2e\ — 0 and similarly /^fri^i = 0. 
Observe that c/<z/£i = C I Q ^ I is compact, thus fr;ei is compact. Therefore, 

LbxelRb2el and LbiexRbxex are both compact operators. The identity 

adb\e2 o adb2^2 — adc2à\e2 o adc\a2e2 = adc\a\e2 o ad^2 

shows that adb\e2 o a J ^ is compact, too. This proves the "if"-part. 
In the proof of the "or ly if "-part we begin as in Theorem 6 to obtain a central 

projection £3 and a\ G A** such that 8i — ada't, and a'^3 and a'2e^ are centrally orthog
onal. Since, by Lemma 7, both 8\ and 5^ are weakly compact for each IT G r0 , which 
we may write as To = {irn n G N}, we can proceed further in one step (instead of two 
steps) and obtain d[ G A** satisfying 8t = add[,d[pn G ^(7/^), H Û ^ I I H '̂P/ill > 0> 
and lim^oo \\a'[pn\\ \\a'!j)n\\ = 0 (recall that pn = C(TT„)). 

Put at = < (1 - e3) + 4*3 ,ci = E® I|Û2P/.||1/2PI. and c2 = £ e IK/?J1 / 2 /V Then, 
ci are positive central elements in A** such that c/tf/ G /f(A**(l — £3)). As in the proof 
of Theorem 6 define ai by the relations C2â\ = ai(l — e3) and c\â2 = «2(1 — ^3). 
Since c^tf/ = Q#; is compact, it follows that hi = (ciC2)1//2#/ is compact. Let 
17 = {ir G r 0 | dim//^ < x>} and put e2 = c(ÇBnerfn), e\ = I — e2 — e?,. If TT e I / , 
then 8J is compact (in fact, finite-rank) and thus Ci8t\Ae2 = adctaie2 as the norm limit 
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of the compact mappings ad(ci(ii(p\ + . . . + pn)e2) is compact. If n G r 0 \ T/, then 
a\a2c(ir) = aidxciyt) — 0 by Lemma 7. Therefore, a\aie\ = a^axex = 0. D 

In view of Lemma 5 we like to conclude with the following question. 

Problem. What is the norm of the product adaoadb if a, b are elements in a prime 
C*-algebraA? 

Even in the case when ah — ha = 0 so that \\ada o adb\\ — \\LaRh + LbRa\\, the 
answer is not evident since simple examples show that \\LaRt, +Lt,Ra\\ can be strictly 
less than 2||a|| \\b\\. However, it seems reasonable to conjecture that it is always at 
least ||a|| \\b\\. 
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